PARTNERING WITH RENOVATION
LENDING SOFTWARE
After using RLS for all of our PreClosing activities, it was easy to start
using them for internal draw
management once we were ready.

CORPORATE LOCATION
Chicago Illinois

We are able to save our borrowers
time and money by using RLS’s
Consultant Mapping to find the
closest consultants to the subject
property.

LOAN PRODUCTS
Renovation Lending (All Types)
PREVIOUS SYSTEMS
Internal Systems
Excel

We would not have felt so
comfortable moving draws in house
without the help of RLS.

OVERVIEW
Draper and Kramer Mortgage Corp. is the
residential mortgage division of Draper
and Kramer, one of the country’s premiere
full-service real estate and financial firms.
While still a family-owned company
headquartered in Chicago, we help
identify and structure mortgage financing
programs for clients across the United
States and have been doing so since 1893.
With our reputation on the line in
everything we do we strive to excel in
every aspect of our business. So, when we
decided to make the investment in our
Renovation and Construction lending, we
knew we needed to invest in the tools to
make us successful.
By partnering with Renovation Lending
Software, we knew we were setting
ourselves up for future growth & success.
We started by using only the Pre-Closing
features knowing we wanted to bring the
Post-Closing activities in house as soon as
possible.
Since Renovation Lending Software has
both Pre & Post Closing features, they were
the obvious choice. When we were ready
to take over the draw management
process it was a seamless addition to the
workflow.

Risk Mitigation is a huge part of every
lenders decision making. RLS has
provided us with a level of comfort
we would not have otherwise.
RLS provides us with instant reporting
in real time at the click of a button.
Time is money and RLS helps us save
both.

Renovation Lending Software made it easy to
bring draw management in house. Their draw
management system is easy to use and makes
something that sounds intimidating easy to
manage.
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